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Satan is also called the Accuser of the jewish people, in their bible. Why? Because
Satan observes the evils the jews do, and punishes them for it periodically, but is also
centered in their destruction.

Because  the  jews  want  to  project  this  differently  in  their  fable,  they  say  some
allegorical stolen crap about how Satan gives 'word to god' in order for 'god to punish
Israel'. Obviously 'god' here is nothing but an energetic force that is operating in the
universe, and the jews know it as well. This is a metaphor that the inner circle of the
Rabbis knows very well.

This doesn't  mean that  Satan gives word to the enemy jews, it  means that Satan
manipulates "God" (aka the universal energy) to 'accuse' and punish the jews for their
wrongdoings. Smaller versions of such "Satans" are Kings, spiritual enemies, and any
other enemies of jews alike, all of which, "Accuse Israel".

The escape of this "Accusation" (or Karmic drawback, however one wants to call it) the
jews try  to mitigate by doing numerous blood sacrifice  rituals,  and specifically  the
cursing of Azazel, which they admit is also a major hater of the jewish people and one
of the crowns of their enemy beings, who also wants them to go extinct.

All jews are aware of this reality and this is why they say that they are at war with
Satan, the "Klipoth", the "Anti-Messiah" and so forth. The whole of Judaism is created
around 'silencing' the 'accuser' and destroying Satan, while escaping the judgment that
the Gods want to throw on jews. As I think some Roman philosopher has stated, the
jews are a people that hate the Gods.

The reason they hate them is because they know that they are real, and they know
that  by  their  crimes  they  have  permanently  agitated  the  "Demons"  (Gods  of  the
Gentiles) against them. Accuser also means judge, in that Satan observes, with his
limitless capability to do so, the wrongdoings of these people, and what the jews cry
about, is that they are delivered punishment from that entity.

All empires who have ever crushed the jews, have all been created by the "Accuser".
In modern politics, Hitler has been the material accuser of the jews, who has revealed
them again in plain sight. As such Hitler is recognized as Armilus or the Antichrist. For
the jews, Armilus relates to Romulus which is basically relating to Rule and the Roman
Empire, which is the White Race. Romulus and Remus were the creators of Rome,
which the jews tried for tens of hundreds of years to destroy. Romulus, which is the
animating spirit of Rome, is actually Armilus in the jewish writings.
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Armilus is also related to Ahriman, which I think has been mentioned before, and this
also relates to Ahri-Man, which is Ari-man, and this literally means "Martian Man". The
jews call the White Race the sons of Ares, which was also the title for the Spartan
Elites. On the other hand, Ahriman also relates, most probably, to the spiritual root of
the term "Aryan". Aryan comes from Areios which means literally, Man of Mars.

And Armilus is the living incarnation of Satan in the flesh, which the christians also call
the antichrist and, and so forth.

Armilus is directly related to Amalek, the White people. They are angry because in the
bible Amalek and others have attacked them and punished them in the past for their
wrongdoings to everyone else same as "Amalek"  on their  own.  Amalek is Satan's
seed.

Also, it's believed by some, that the Aryans, before they came into this planet, they
had colonized mars, which was nuked by the same aliens that are behind jews right
now. In whatever case, one doesn't need to get into space theory to understand where
this is going. Mere Roman vs Jewish history explains this thoroughly on its own.

Satan,  except  of  Accuser,  is  also a general  term for  "ADVERSARY".  It's  their  first
adversary. The jews also say all anti-jewish tendencies come from Satan. Which is
true.

The 'Promised land' of the jews is when Armilus and the "Accuser" are finally removed
from the world, aka, where there is no longer a judge for the jews and when the jews
have ultimate power to annihilate humanity as they see fit.

They simply code all these things in fables but pass them down in clear meaning, sort
of like many other Ancients did. But the difference in the jews is that their religion is
actually their social, political, and general policy of existence. So, the above do not
constitute just fables, but actually, show what the jews are about.
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